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We are so excited to share our top tips and secrets to 
making delicious low-fat raw vegan sauces because… 
 

It’s all about the sauce baby!  
 
A good sauce can make a meal. Especially when it comes to 
making dinner. If the idea of whipping up a sauce from scratch 
sounds intimidating – you are in the right place. Keep reading! 
In this book you will learn everything you need to make 
delicious sauces on your own. We want to show you that 
making fresh sauces from whole food ingredients can be easy 
and fun! Canned/Jar sauces often contain unhealthy 
ingredients like white sugar, preservatives, artificial flavors and 
colors and a lot of salt. No thank you! In this book you will learn 
how to make creamy sauces with little fat, how to thicken and 
sweeten sauces naturally and how to make them salty without 
adding salt! It can be done my friends. With a few tips and 
these simple instructions, you’ll be a pro in no time creating 
delicious sauces yourself! 
 
Enjoy this guide and your new saucy adventures in the kitchen! 
 
Lots of love and fresh squeezed hugs,  
and much peace love n seasonal fruit,  
 

Chris & Ashley  
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There are hundreds of dietary theories, with conflicting 
information, telling us how to eat. We believe in listening to 
the body first and foremost. Regardless of the dietary 
theories out there, one thing is agreed upon within all 
models, and that is to eat plenty of fresh, ripe, whole, 
organic fruits and vegetables. Why? Because they contain 
high amounts of essential nutrients, vitamins and minerals 
that feed our body and nourish our trillions of cells. 
 
“The more fruits and vegetables you eat, the less likely you 
are to develop serious medical problems,” says the 
Harvard School of Public Health. “This is because fresh 
produce is dense with essential nutrients vital for the 
function of every one of your physiological systems.” 
 

What are raw foods: 
Raw foods are foods that are fresh and in their whole form, 
that have not been subjected to any cooking. This includes 
fresh, ripe organic fruits, leafy greens, vegetables, and raw 
nuts and seeds. Our bodies know how to breakdown, 
absorb and utilize the nutrients from fresh, whole fruits and 
vegetables easily. Cooking can damage certain macro 
nutrients causing the body to work harder to detoxify from 
their toxic bi-products. The more raw foods we enjoy, the 
stronger our immune systems, physical, mental and spiritual 
health, as a whole, will be. 
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Sauces made from fresh, raw, whole food ingredients are 
better for your health than their processed and cooked 
counterparts. The more raw foods you choose to enjoy in 
your diet the better you will feel inside and out.  
 

Canned or jar sauces often contain unhealthy ingredients 
like white sugar / fructose, preservatives, vinegar, artificial 
flavors and colors, processed oils and a lot of salt.  
Learn more about these ingredients and why we leave 
them out when it comes to sauce-making.: 
 

Processed sugars cause spikes in blood sugar and 
require the bodies nutrient reserves to be processed. On 
the other hand whole food sweets contain multiple sugars, 
fiber and water that slow down the absorption and come 
packaged with a symphony of nutrients.  
 

Preservatives, artificial flavors / colors bring a 
increased toxic load and are enervating for the body to 
process. The flavors colors and nutrient density of fresh ripe 
quality produce cant be beat and leave you feeling great.  
 
 

Just as making smoothies can help you eat 
more fruit, making rawsome sauces can 
help you eat more veggies! You can fit lot 
more in when you blend veggies into a 
sauce, boosting your intake triple-fold.  
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Vinegar is made from acetic acid – which found in a 
chemistry lab has a skull and crossbones on the label. They 
dilute acetic acid by 19 parts water and call it ‘food 
grade’ but it is still a toxin in the body, causing health issues 
like impaired thyroid function, weight issues, headaches, 
lethargy and also speeding up of the aging process. This is 
true for all forms of vinegar including balsamic and apple 
cider.   
 

Processed oils are worse than they sound, often rancid 
they can be carcinogenic and as a processed food are 
devoid of all nutrients except fat which can easily lead to 
more calories consumed from fat than you would wish.  
 

Salt stimulates and numbs the taste buds while leaving a 
toxic load that the body needs to dilute by holding extra 
water. We have zero need for salt, as a species we have 
only been eating salt for a small fraction of our time on the 
planet before which we easily got all of the sodium we 
require from vegetables and leafy greens. When you learn 
to get your sodium requirements from vegetables, juiced or 
whole, your cravings for salt will disappear and your health 
and ability to taste the subtle flavors and nuances of 
produce will increase.  
 

When you make a sauce yourself you know exactly 
what’s in it. You choose what goes into your body.  

 
Making your own fresh raw sauces is a big step in taking your 
health to the next level. Our top 10 tips to making it fun, easy 

and tasty begin on the next page.   
 

Lets get started! 
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The last tip in this section is to 
buy local and/or organic when 
possible for fresher taste and for 
your health. Higher quality  
produce has higher nutritional 
value which leads to feeling 
more satiated and satisfied.  
 

If you take care of the quality, 
the quantity takes care of 

itself.  
-Dr. Doug Graham  

This tip is very important. Your sauce is only as good as the 
ingredients you make it with. If you try to make a tomato 
sauce with tomatoes that are tasteless and not in season, 
your sauce is going to be tasteless. In turn, if you are buying 
organic heirloom tomatoes from the farmers market, you 
are going to have one incredible sauce!  
 

Choose fruits and vegetables that are in season! In season 
fruits and veggies will have more flavor and taste than 
those out of season. Bonus – they are usually plentiful and 
cheaper as well! 
 

Keep in mind when making and re-making sauces that 
each piece of produce tastes different depending on the 
quality, season, ripeness, variety, etc. A Roma tomato 
tastes different in a sauce than cherry tomatoes for 
example. Roma tomatoes contain less water and are great 
for making sauces by the way!  
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Get your Vitamix 
with free 

shipping at: 
https://www.vitamix.com/

Shop/?COUPON=06-004171 
 
  

 

Vitamix Blender – When you 
have a Vitamix or other high speed 
b l e n d e r ( l i k e a B l e d t e c , o r 
Nutribullet) you can make incredible 
sauces. The high speed makes your 
sauces creamy smooth. Our favorite 
feature is the tamper that allows you 
to make really thick sauces. The 
pulse feature on the Vitamix also 
allows you to add in chunky veggies 
and herbs to chop them in, saving 
you time on the cutting board. It’s 
absolutely worth it to invest in one, 
not only for sauces, but smoothies, 
soups, nut butters, dips, ice cream 
and other recipes. We both use ours 
three times a day and feel it’s the 
best investment we’ve ever made. 
We recommend it as a first priority in 
helping you increase the amount of 
raw foods in your diet and changing 
your lifestyle for the better. 

 
 Food Processor – You can make sauces in a good 

quality food processor if you don’t have a blender. You can 
also use this tool to slice your veggies and save time 
chopping. It doesn’t have the tamper though, so you may 
have to constantly take the lid off and scrape the sides to 
keep things moving.  

 



Dehydrator – This is not a 
necessary purchase, but it is super 
helpful to have a dehydrator for 
making dehydrated vegetables and 
w a r m i n g d i s h e s a t  a l o w 
temperature. We recommend the 
Excalibur 9-tray model. You can 
make your own dehydrated spices, 
dried tomatoes, zucchini, dried 
papaya…all ingredients used in 
making rawsome sauces.  
 

Cuing Board and Knives –
Good cutting boards and knives are 
worth the investment. Good knives 
m a k e p r e p a r i n g f o o d m o r e 
enjoyable and efficient. Especially 
when you are making sauces from 
sc ratch and do ing a lo t o f 
chopping. Have you ever tried to 
cut a tomato with a dull knife? No 
bueno! 
 

Nut-milk Bag – A nut milk bag 
comes in handy for making broth, 
nut milks and coconut milk. All great 
bases for raw sauces.  Instructions 
on how to make coconut milk on 
Page 35.  
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http://www.therawadvantage.com/
shop/excalibur-food-dehydrator-3/ 
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“What I say is true – anyone can cook… but 
only the fearless can be great.”  
-Gusteau from Ratatouille 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Be Fearless. Be willing to experiment in the kitchen. If you 
let go of doubt and fear, you can have a lot of fun! There is 
an endless amount of options for sauces when combining 
different fruits and vegetables. Some combinations are 
great, some not-so-great. Know that it’s only food, one 
meal, and not everything is going to work out all the time. 
Even we still make sauces that aren’t totally rawsome once 
and a while… But it’s because we are willing to try and fail 
that we find the great ones! 
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When being fearless and making a new sauce you 
can always start with a small test batch first! This could 
save a little money preventing wasting a large amount 
of sauce…just in case! But don’t worry, with our top 10 
tips you can master new sauces in no time! The more 
you experiment and play, the more you will learn and 
the easier and tastier it becomes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Have fun! 
Find a way to enjoy meal prep time. Play music, dance 
around the kitchen, have fun and make food with 
love. You and the people you prepare food for will feel 
the love you put into the food. That’s why grandma’s 
cooking is the best! It’s made with Vitamin L >> LOVE! 
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1.  Sweet 
2.  Salty 
3.  Bitter/Pungent 
4.  Sour 
5.  Umami  

This is a big one…quite possibly the most important tip 
besides buying quality produce. The combination of the 5 
flavors are what makes sauces go “POW” in your mouth 
with taste explosion! It’s the difference between a good 
sauce and great sauce.  
 

When using this tool you want your sauce to have at least 4 
or 5 of the flavors above present in the sauce. That doesn’t 
mean equal parts of each flavor… 
 

*Pick one or two "avors as the base and add 2-4 more 
"avors as accents. (We share some examples of each 
flavor on the following pages) 
 

*Sweet and Salty are two common bases for a sauce. 
Below is a example of a sauce that is both sweet and salty 
with accents of the other 3 and all 5 flavors represented.  
 

Mango Tomato Sauce (full recipe on Page 36) 
Sweet and Salty with hints of bitter, sour and umami. 
You could choose tomatoes for the salty and mango for 
the sweet. Add in a little lemon for the sour and some herbs 
for the bitter. It already has tomatoes which give both the 
salty and umami flavor.  



Sweet 
 

Sweet is our predominant flavor and one that we are 
drawn to from birth. The simple carbohydrates in raw fruits 
and sweet vegetables provide us with natural sugars that 
satisfy our energy needs as well as our sweet tooth!  Some 
examples of sweet that go well in sauces are: 

 

Dates 
Mango 
Raisins 
Carrots 
Beets 

Papaya 
Peaches 

Bell Peppers 
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Salty 
 

We do not need to consume salt to meet our sodium 
needs. When we eat enough of these sodium-rich fruits and 
veggies we can easily meet our needs for sodium and 
alkaline minerals. *Eat more of these foods to combat salt 
cravings! Some examples of salty veggies that taste great 
in sauces are: 

Celery 
Tomatoes 

Sun Dried Tomatoes 
Spinach 
Chard 

Bok Choy 
Kale 

Purslane 
Seaweed/Sea Veggies 

Raw Olives 
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Bitter/Pungent 
 

With bitter and pungent foods, a little can go a long 
way. These foods pack a strong punch and can really 
add depth and flavor to your sauce as well as a lot of 
nutrition. Some examples of bitter/pungent veggies 
that taste great in sauces are: 

Herbs 
Turmeric 
Ginger* 
Garlic* 

Mustard Greens 
Arugula 
Radish 
Onion* 
Spices 

 
*In natural hygiene the starred ingredients would be 
considered irritants and used minimally or not at all.  
Tip: Dehydrating or slicing and airing out these 
ingredients and allowing the mustard oil to dissipate 
can lessen their irritating properties. 
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Examples of Sour 
 

A sour accent can really make flavors pop, especially 
when using certain herbs. As an added bonus, these 
ingredients help your sauce maintain it’s color and 
naturally preserve so you can enjoy them longer. Some 
examples of sour veggies that taste great in sauces 
are: 

Lemons/Limes 
Oranges 

Pineapple 
Grapefruit 
Tart Berries 

Star fruit 
Pineapple 

Kiwi 
Strawberry 

Pomegranate 
Tamarind  
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Examples of Umami 
 

Umami literally translates to ‘delicious flavor.’ Umami 
often adds the wow factor that keeps you coming 
back for more. (Like MSG, but natural and good for 
you!) Some examples of salty veggies that taste great 
in sauces are: 

Tomatoes 
Sun Dried Tomatoes 

Mushrooms 
Spinach 

Napa Cabbage 
Celery 

Fermented Foods 
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When you have a watery base for a sauce and you want it 
to be thicker, use this list and choose a handful of one of 
these ingredients to blend into the sauce until you reach 
desired thickness: 

 

Sun Dried Tomatoes 
Sun Dried Red Pepper 

Mushrooms (fresh or dried) 
Dates 
Raisins  

Mango (fresh or dried) 
Dried Papaya 

Dried Pineapple 
Dried Apricots 

Zucchini (fresh or dried) 
Nuts and Seeds like Chia and Hemp 

Avocado 
Coconut Meat 

Fresh Corn 
Tamarind 

Sprouted Lentils 
 

*You can also stir in chopped herbs and veggies to thicken 
and add bulk to a sauce. When blending in herbs, make 
sure to pulse-blend them in at the end, after the sauce is 
blended for best flavor, texture and presentation. Pulse-
blend means literally ‘pulse to blend.’ Set your Vitamix to a 
medium speed and turn the power on and off a few times 
until the herbs are chopped in, instead of pureed in. You 
can do this for veggies and nuts and seeds as well. 
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When you want a sauce to be creamy you normally think 
of milk, butter and creams, but you can use plant-based, 
whole food fats to make a sauce really creamy and 
healthy like: 

Nuts and Seeds 
(ex: chia seeds, hemp seeds, pumpkin seeds, cashews, 

sunflower seeds, etc.) 
 

Nut Milks/Seed Milks  
(ex: Almond Milk/Hemp Milk)   

 

Avocado 
 

Coconut Meat 
 

Fresh Coconut Milk 
*Recipe on Page 35 

 

Rehydrated coconut flakes 
 

**When blending in nuts and seeds – the more you blend, 
the thicker and creamier the sauce will become. You can 
also pulse blend in the nuts, and instead of making the 
sauce creamy, it will add crunch and texture. 
 
*Make your own nut milks by soaking raw unsalted nuts 
overnight (6-12 hours depending on nut/seed) in a bowl, 
covering with an inch of water. The next day, drain and 
rinse the nuts. Blend 2 cups fresh water per 1 cup of nuts 
together on high in a high-speed blender for 2 minutes. 
Strain the mixture using a nut-milk bag and use the fresh nut 
milk in your sauce! It stores for up to two days in the fridge. 

 
 
 

 
 



It’s all about the sauce and we like making A LOT of sauce 
for our raw dishes! We like to keep our meals lower in fats  
to keep insulin function sharp and cellular oxygenation 
high. This ensures we can enjoy all the fresh fruit we desire 
during the day with higher levels of physical activity.  
 

You can use certain fruits and veggies to make a sauce 
creamy and add volume instead of using fats alone for the 
bulk. Use the following fruits and veggies on their own or in 
combination with whole food fats from the previous page 
to make rawsome creamy sauces. Some examples of 
creamy fruits and veggies are: 

 
 
 

Fresh Raw Corn 
Peeled Zucchini 

Mango 

 
Zucchini takes on the flavor of whatever it’s paired with and 
adds extra bulk with ½ the fat so you can enjoy more! When 
making and avocado-based creamy sauce, blend half 
avocado and half zucchini and add your other flavors. 
Mango is a great way to add both sweetness and creaminess to 
a sauce. 
Corn, when blended in a high-speed blender makes a very 
creamy sauce. See page 40 for a Nacho Cheeze Sauce recipe! 
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If your sauce is too thick or you want to add some volume, 
use veggie broths/juices or coconut water instead of 
adding water. It’s also a great way to add depth and 
flavor. Adding water might thin a sauce and be easier to 
use, but it dilutes the flavor. If you want to make great 
sauces, try using broths! 

 

Making your own broth can be as easy as 1, 2, 3! 
 

1.  Select your ingredients 
2.  Blend them in a high-speed blender 

3.  Strain using a nut-milk bag 
 
 

You can also use a juicer to make your broth! 

 
The texture of carrots, beets and celery is sometimes 
undesirable in a sauce, for example carrots can make  a 
sauce grainy, but you can still enjoy their flavors and color 
buy making a broth/juice and straining the fiber.  
 
Throw in radish, ginger and other pungent ingredients to 
add depth and subtle nuances to the broth and sauce. 
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Traditionally we are used to eating our sauces hot. When 
we aren’t cooking our sauces, it can take some time to get 
used to the temperature difference in our foods. The truth is 
our bodies prefer to digest food at room temperature. But 
there are some things you can do if you don’t want to eat 
a cold sauce! 
 

1.  Take the veggies you are using for your sauce out of 
the fridge in the morning to let them warm to room 
temperature.  

2.  If you forget to pull them out of the fridge, you can 
always fill the sink up with hot tap water (not boiling 
hot) and let your veggies warm up before blending. 

3.  Blend on high speed In the Vitamix. The Vitamix is so 
fast it can actually heat up your sauce! Be careful not 
to over-blend and cook the sauce – it can happen! 

4.  You can also throw your dish in the dehydrator to warm 
it up, as long as it’s under 118 degrees it won’t heat up 
too much and cook your food.  

5.  If you don’t have a dehydrator, you can carefully 
warm up sauces on the stove…yes the STOVE! Just 
make sure you set it to the lowest temperature, and stir 
frequently. You should be able to place and hold your 
finger in the sauce without discomfort.  

6.  Use the Sun! Sun-baking veggies before blending can 
warm them up and add a depth of flavor to your 
dishes. Cover with a screen if worried about critters.  
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Do you have a favorite sauce? 
 

Look at the ingredients on the label and see what you can 
substitute to make it yourself using fresh whole foods! This can 
take some practice, but to get you started, here is a list of our 
favorite substitutions for common sauce ingredients: 

 

Sugar/Honey: Dates, Raisins or Mango 

Salt: Celery, Sun-Dried Tomatoes, Bok-Choy, Lemon, Purslane 
Vinegar: Lemon or Lime 

Spices: Use the same spices or choose fresh herbs! 

Milk and/or Oil: Fresh Coconut Milk, Avocado, a tablespoon 
or two of nuts or seeds like Hemp and Pumpkin Seeds. *We 
also use zucchini to add bulk and creaminess and it doesn’t 
change the flavor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
*Recreating old favorites is a great place to start when 
making fresh, raw sauces. Be open to trying new 
combinations too – if we are always trying to mimic our old 
favorites we can miss out on so many new and exciting 
combinations. There are infinite variations and flavors to try! 
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1.  Choose your base - Do you want the sauce creamy? 
Tomato based? Fruit Based? Broth based? Used the 
previous top tips to achieve these. 

2.  Decide on your predominant sauce flavors – sweet, salty, 
sour, Sweet and salty, sweet and sour, savory/salty, etc.  

3.  Pick 4-5 ingredients from the 5 flavors. 1-2 as a base and 2-3 
accents. Make sure to represent at least 4 for a rawsome 
sauce! 

 

4.  Texture -  smooth or chunky? Add chopped veggies, or 
nuts/seeds for a chunky sauce. Fully blend veggies and 
nuts/seeds for a smooth sauce. 

5.  Keep food combining in mind - Some fruits and veggies mix 
better than others for digestion. For  food combining tools 
and chart see pages 31-33. 

6.  When blending, add softer/more watery ingredients to the 
blender first, to get things moving easier.  Use the tamper for 
thicker sauces if needed. Add fresh herbs last after the first 
initial blend and pulse blend in. 

7.  If you don’t have a high speed blender like a Vitamix, make 
sure to soak your dried ingredients like dates and sun dried 
tomatoes in water to soften for 1-2 hours. 

8.  Blend away and have fun! You can try mastering some of 
your favorite sauces using substitutions or you can start 
creating your own! For re-creating your favorites, look at 
your the sauce labels or recipes and make whole food 
substitutions. 
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If all else fails, you can compost your sauce back into  
the earth to nourish the soil to grown more veggies!  

Let’s face it, not all sauce combinations are amazing and not 
everyone has the same taste. This is why finding out what foods 
you love is important on your journey to eating healthier. With 
this guide you will 100% increase your raw-sauce game but just 
in case, here are:  
 

The Top 8 Pitfalls to Avoid When Making a Sauce: 
 
1.  Make a small test batch instead of a whole liter of sauce to 

see if you like the combination.  
2.  Taste your ingredients before adding them to the sauce. 

Check for quality, freshness, spiciness, mold etc. One rotten 
veggie, moldy date or really spicy pepper can spoil a 
whole sauce. 

3.  If you make a sauce too spicy, add fat like nuts/seeds 
coconut or avocado to tame the heat. 

4.  Fats like nuts/seeds and coconut meat blend better at 
room temperature or warmer. If you want your sauce 
creamy smooth, blend your fats with room temperature 
veggies that didn’t come straight out of the fridge – See tip 
#9! 

5.  If a sauce is too bitter or sour, add sweetness with a a date 
or two. 

6.  Add spicy, bitter and pungent foods gradually to taste. 
7.  Taste the the potency of your herbs, some are stronger than 

others.  
8.  Remember to always blend in any herbs last, after the bulk 

of the sauce is blended.  
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Storage: Store unused sauce in a 
mason jar or sealed glass container 
in the fridge. The less air in the jar 
the less oxidation will occur. Fresh 
sauces will last about 3 days in the 
fridge, especially if there is lime or 
lemon in them to preserve it.  
 
Presentation: If you are looking to 
make a traditionally white sauce or 
dip, make sure you peel the green 
skins off the zucchini, use the white 
parts of the green onions and use 
celery/lemon for a salty flavor 
instead of sun-dried tomatoes 
which will turn it pink/red.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Zucchini Dishes: Have you ever 
made zucchini pasta with fresh thick 
marinara sauce, only to have the dish 
go watery on you? Zucchini pulls 
water from the sauce, and there are 
two things you can do about this. The 
first thing is to make your noodles 
ahead of time and let them air dry to 
evaporate some of the moisture. The 
second thing is to add the sauce right 
before you serve it. The longer it sits, 
the more moisture it will pull out. 
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What’s the difference between a 
 soup, dressing, sauce, dip, and pate?? 

 

The thickness!  
 

A great tasting soup, dressing, dip has the same rule of the 5 
flavors, good tools, quality ingredients, etc. It’s the thickness that 
makes the difference.  
 

A thin sauce is a dressing, Thin it even more and it becomes a 
soup! If you thicken a sauce it can become a dip or a pate!  
Use the tips #5 and #8 to get the desired consistency and 
thickness and you can become a pro at making not only 
rawsome sauces, but all kinds of rawsome dishes! 
 

Homemade sauces are so versatile!  
 

For example, if you take a base tomato sauce recipe, you can: 
1. Thin it and make a tomato soup  
2. Add some mango,  leave out the sun dried tomato thickener 
and you have a salad dressing. 
3. Add more sun dried tomato and dates to thicken and you 
have a dip -  ketchup!  
4. Take that same tomato sauce and add oregano and basil 
and you have a pizza sauce! Once you get the hang of it, the 
options are truly limitless. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Sauce Dip Dressing Soup Pate 
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Normally we are looking to eat something savory at dinner 
time but if you give yourself the chance to think outside the 
box, fruit-based sauces can be the best! It’s a great way to 
incorporate some meals that contain little to no overt fats 
for those enjoying a high carb diet.  
 
*Overt fats: nuts/seed, avocado and coconut  
 
Besides the super-famous Mango Tomato combination, the 
best sweet sauces are simple combinations of fruit and 
herbs. Just blend the fruit and pulse-blend in your favorite 
herbs for a fruitastic sauce. You can add a touch of lemon 
for sour and some green onion for savory to round out the 
sauce or enjoy just as simple fruit and herb combos. On the 
following page is a list of herbs you can add to your 
sauces. 

 

Examples of fruit-based sauces:  
 

•  Grapes and Basil 
•  Mango Fennel Chive 
•  Pineapple Cilantro 
•  Cherries and Basil 
•  Mango and Dill 

•  Thai Mango Red Pepper 
     (Recipe on Page 39) 
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Some examples of fresh herbs you can use in 
your sauces are: 

 

Basil – Used in pasta sauces, pizza sauce, and pesto 
Cilantro – Used in Indian, Thai, & Mexican dishes 
Dill– Light herb, pairs well with lemon and in creamy 
sauces, in dips, and soups too 
Fennel – Pairs really well with sweet sauces  
Rosemary – Fragrant herb, pairs well with lemon 
Oregano – Used in Greek, Italian, pizza sauces 
Parsley – Fresh tasting and goes with everything!  
Arugula – A spicy herb. Adds a kick to your sauce!  
Chives – A savory herb, great with all sauces  
Mint – A cool and refreshing herb. Pairs well with 
cucumbers and creamy sauces 
Sage – Traditionally used in stuffing/gravy sauce  

 
Dried herbs are fine to use, but fresh herbs are more 
alive, hydrating, and nutrient-dense. 

 
*Remember to pulse blend in your herbs. Blending 

them on high turns your whole sauce green and you 
lose texture and flavor. Herbs like basil can become 

more bitter when blended fully.  
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These recipes are designed with food combing in mind 
simply to ensure you get the most out of the food you eat. 
You aren’t what you eat, you are what you absorb! Certain 
foods digest well together while others do not. This is due to 
the nature of the food itself as well as the different 
mediums and digestive juices the body uses to break down 
different foods. While we have made a habit since an early 
age to eat all types of foods together, it is not our natural 
behavior. When you watch any animal in nature, they eat 
the foods they are physiologically designed for, one at a 
time, most often exclusively until full. While one food at a 
time is optimal for digestion, it is understandable that we 
desire variety; this can be accomplished healthfully 
through food combining. 
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These are tools not rules! These time-tested  and 
proven tools can help you to achieve excellent digestion, 
near odorless quick and easy elimination, unrivalled 
nutrient absorption, and receive the surplus of energy that 
comes from streamlining your bodies energy expenditures.  
 

Test these tools out for yourself: (Full chart on next page) 
 

1. Do not mix sweet fruit with acid fruit, e.g. bananas 
and oranges, lemons and dates etc. 
 

2. Fatty foods do not mix well with sweet fruits, e.g. nuts 
or avocado with dates, raisins, bananas, etc. 
 

3. Acidic fruits combine ok with fats, e.g. tomato or 
citrus with avocado or nuts. 
 

4. Greens and celery combine well with anything. 
 

Again these are tools not rules. We find that a small amount 
of date in a big tomato sauce combines ok. This may work 
for other combinations as well, in small amounts, 
depending on the person and their digestive system. It’s 
when you mix non-combining foods in large or close to 
equal amounts then it can become problematic.  
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Last, but not least, the Recipes section! Yay! Now that 
you know how to make rawsome sauces, we thought 
we would share our FAVORITE sauces that we use! 
These sauces incorporate the 5 flavors and are great 
examples of al the different types of sauces you can 
make.  

It’s all about the Sauce!   
 
When you have 5 great sauces that you love, meal 
time is a snap! You can pour these sauces over your 
favorite veggies dishes, whether they be veggie stews, 
noodles, salads or slaws, etc.  
 
Enjoy our favorites and have fun creating your own. Be 
sure to write down your favorite combinations!  

  
1.  How to make fresh Coconut Milk 
2.  Mango Tomato Sauce 
3.  Chunky Marinara 
4.  Coconut Curry 
5.  Thai Mango Red Pepper 
6.  Nacho Cheeze Sauce 
7.  Pesto Sauce 

 
 



How to make fresh Coconut Milk 
 

Nothing beats the rich flavor of homemade raw coconut milk. 
This base recipe can lead you to unlimited sauce variations that 
taste so so so authentic and amazing! Coconut milk in this 
simple form is easy to digest and delicious. You will use this in the 
Coconut Curry Sauce recipe and it works well as a base for 
many ethnic sauces like Pad Thai, and East Indian dishes.  
 

Ingredients: 
•  1 mature brown Coconut 
 

Directions: 
Using a corkscrew, screw into 2 of the 3 eyelets on the top 
of the coconut, if possible… sometimes only one will go. 
Pour the coconut water into the blender. Place the 
coconut shell in a sturdy bag. Smash the shell on a cement 
floor or really hard surface until it breaks into multiple 
chunks. Using a spoon or carefully using a butter knife, 
separate the hard white coconut from the shell and place 
the white meat into the blender. (This can take some time.) 
The coconut water in the blender should be at least 2/3 of 
the way covering the coconut meat, if not add some 
water. If you have a Vitamix simply blend at high speeds 
vigorously using the tamper to force the coconut into the 
blades until smooth. If you do not have a Vitamix or high 
speed blender, you may have to grate the coconut into 
the blender. Once smooth pour into a nut-milk bag and 
strain. ~Voilla you have delicious coconut milk!  
It usually makes 2- 3 cups, enough for 2-4 servings. 
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Mango Tomato Sauce 
 
This sauce is the epitome of sweet and salty and is every 
low-fat raw-foodist’s staple sauce! It has all 5 flavors and 
tastes great with zucchini and cucumber noodle dishes or 
on top of salads. Mango tomato makes a great base 
sauce. Just blend equal amount of mango and tomato 
together then add your favorite herbs. Add more tomato 
for a more savory dressing and more mango if you’re 
craving sweet. Below is Ashley's favorite combination of 
mango tomato and herbs.   

 

Ingredients:  
•  1 pint of cherry tomatoes 
•  2 cups of chopped mango 
•  ½ a lemon 
•  1 green onion 
•  1 big handful of each fresh dill and cilantro 
•  2 leaves of fresh basil 
 

Directions: 
Blend mango, tomatoes, lemon and green onion in a 
blender. Add dill, cilantro and basil and pulse-blend to 
chop in the herbs. Serve with zucchini noodles and top 
with fresh tomato and avocado cubes.  
*If you like it creamier, blend young coconut meat into 
the sauce. 
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Chunky Marinara 
 

Chunky Marinara is a hearty and savory sauce. It’s great 
served with vegetable noodles like zucchini pasta and is a 
great base sauce to add to your rotation.  

Ingredients: 
•  4 Roma Tomatoes (1.5 cups chopped) 
•  1/3 cup Sun Dried Tomatoes  
•  2 Medjool Dates (pitted) 
•  ¼ bunch of Broccoli (1 cup chopped)  
•  2 Green Onions  
•  Basil to taste 
 

Directions:  
Dice one Roma tomato and place in a medium sized bowl. 
Blend the remaining 4 tomatoes with the sun dried tomatoes, 
dates, and green onion until smooth. Add ¼ cup of chopped 
broccoli and fresh basil to the blender. Pulse blend until the 
broccoli is roughly chopped into the sauce. Be careful not to 
over-blend and puree the broccoli, we want it chunky!  Add the 
sauce to the tomatoes in the bowl, stir and enjoy.  
*You can add more of your favorite veggies to the sauce like diced 
mushrooms and red peppers as well!  
*For best food combining you can substitute mango for the dates. 
Both Chris and Ashley make this recipe and find that a small amount 
of date in a big sauce combines ok. It’s when you mix these foods in 
close to equal amounts that it becomes problematic.  
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Coconut Curry 
 

A rich, creamy East Indian sauce using the fresh coconut 
milk recipe. Coconut milk is a great base for ethnic sauces 
adding authenticity to your dishes. Enjoy over veggie 
noodles or veggie stew chunks.   
 

Ingredients: 
•  1 ½ cups Coconut Milk (Recipe – Page 35) 
•  1 cup chopped Mango 
•  1 cup chopped Red Pepper  
•  1/2 cup Sun-Dried Tomatoes 
•  2 Green Onions 
•  A squeeze of Lime 
•  1 thumb of Ginger 
•  Basil to taste 
Optional: 
•  1 tbsp curry powder 
•  ¼ of a hot pepper (to taste) 
 

Directions: 
Make the coconut milk and add back to the blender.  
Blend all ingredients, except basil, on high until smooth and 
creamy.  
Pulse blend in the basil to shred and mix.  
Serve and enjoy this fan favorite. 
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Thai Mango Red Pepper 
 
This SWEET based sauce is always a hit at retreats and food 
demos. The mangos and red pepper are the sweet, the mango 
also makes it thick and creamy, the lime is the sour, the onions 
and herbs add slight bitter, the celery is salty and umami.  
5 flavor POW! 
 

Ingredients: 
•  4-6 mangos (peeled and pitted) 
•  1 stick of celery 
•  The juice from 1 lime 
•  One small bunch fresh cilantro 
•  2-3 leaves of Thai basil 
•  1-2 green onions 
•  ½ finely diced red pepper 
Optional add in: 
•  garlic clove 

Directions: 
Blend mango, celery, lime juice, onion, and garlic (if using). 
Blend until smooth and add basil and cilantro – pulse blend into 
the sauce. Stir in the red pepper chunks and let marinate for at 
least 30 minutes. This sauce is low in fat, sweet and savory and 
tastes great on chopped Asian veggies (like a stir fry). It also 
pairs well with zucchini noodles and on salads.   
  
*For those who don’t love cilantro –dill makes an excellent 
substitution in this sauce!  
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Nacho Cheeze Sauce 
 

People love cheese because it is fatty/creamy and salty. Most 
vegan/raw cheese recipes are high in fats and salt to mimic this. 
This cheeze sauce is made creamy by the corn, and creamier 
with a small amount of hemp seeds. It’s got salty covered by 
using sun dried tomatoes, celery and lemon. A much healthier 
version! Make it right before you want to eat so that it’s hot from 
the blender! This recipe is best made with a high-powered 
blender and is great served with fresh veggies like broccoli, 
cauliflower, carrots, zucchini chips, zucchini noodles, raw 
lasagna and pizza, raw nachos and more!  
 

Ingredients: 
•  2 cups of fresh organic corn 
•  ½ fresh red pepper 
•  ½ cup sun dried tomatoes  
•  1 green onion  
•  ½ lemon juiced 
•  ¼- ½ jalapeno (test hotness. Add gradually to taste) 
•  1 clove garlic 
•  1-2 sticks celery  
•  1 tsp chili powder 
Optional: 2 tbsp raw hemp seeds for extra creaminess 
*If organic raw corn is not available use frozen organic corn.  
  

Directions: 
1. Blend all ingredients until smooth and creamy, and HOT if you 
have a Vitamix! I blend for at least a minute or two!  
2. Pour generously over noodles, broccoli florets, use as a 
dipping sauce, or with raw nachos and enjoy warm. 
*This sauce from the Mac n Cheeze recipe and is found in 
Ashley’s ebook Healthy Childhood Favorites here: 
http://www.naturallyashley.com/#!healthy-childhood-favorites/c3fj 
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Presto Pesto 
 

This pesto sauce is a great way to get your greens in! It can be a 
dip or a sauce for zucchini/cucumber/veggie noodles. Blend 
the seeds if you like it smooth, or pulse-blend them in after if you 
like it chunky! 
 

Ingredients: 
•  3  Roma tomatoes  
•  1/3 cup sun dried tomatoes (presoaked) 
•  2-4 tbsp pine nuts or hulled hemp hearts  
•  Large handfuls of basil, arugula & spinach 
•  One squeeze of lemon juice  
 

Directions: 
Blend tomato, sun dried tomatoes and nuts in a blender. 
Add the greens, pulse-blending just enough at slow speed 
for thicker chunkier pesto, or at faster speeds for smooth 
sauce. You may need to use a few stalks of celery or the 
tamper to get thick sauce thick and chunky. Add to 
noodles or use as a dip!  
 
*This Sauce is found in Chris’s eBook 101 Frickin’ Rawsome 
Recipes. Get your copy online at 
http://www.therawadvantage.com/shop/101-frickin-rawsome-
recipes-e-book/ 

 

 
 



Chris Kendall RHN  
Registered Holistic Nutritionist, Raw Food Lifestyle Coach & Chef, Yoga Teacher 
Creator of The Raw Advantage and TRA Dream, www.TheRawAdvantage.com 
 
 
Chris Kendall earns his bananas flowing as a Registered Holistic Nutritionist 
(RHN), 100% Raw and Transitional Lifestyle Coach, Kendalini Yoga Creator and 
Raw Food Chef. Following his passions, Chris shares all that brings him bliss 
through running raw food and yoga adventure retreats, sharing/lecturing at 
festivals, singing raw parody songs, as well as via in person and online 
consultation services. His raw recipe eBooks and free raw recipes app are 
considered to be some of the best in the raw world and he is often brought in 
as the head chef at international festivals. Aiming to give back, the budding 
vision the "TRA Dream"; A 501 c(3) Non-Profit Charity, is focused on creating 
donation based holistic healing, yoga, permaculture, raw food educational 
retreat centers around the world.  
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Paying it forward Chris offers mostl of his 
eBooks and Consultation services on a By 
Donation Basis. If your looking for some 
support, coaching and guidance in your 
100% raw or transitional lifestyle reach out 
at info@therawadvantage.com  
 
Visit www.TheRawAdvantage.com for 
loads of tips, t-shirts, inspirational and 
instructional videos, recipe videos, eBooks 
and more! 
 
For more fun follow: 
www.youtube.com/user/ck1nsh 
www.linkedin.com/in/kendallchris 
www.facebook.com/tra.kendallchris 
www.twitter.com/#!/therawadvantage 
www.instagram.com/therawadvantage 



Ashley Clark 
Holistic Health Coach - IIN, BFA in Visual Arts, Photographer, Raw Food Chef  
Owner and Operator, Naturally Ashley Nutrition, www.naturallyashley.com 
 

Ashley Clark, aka Naturally Ashley, is a Holistic Health Coach, Artist 
and Photographer from Saskatchewan, Canada. She loves to nourish 
her body with positive thoughts and ripe seasonal fruits. Known for her 
raw vegan recipes and food photography, she inspires others to enjoy 
more raw fruits and veggies every day.  
 
Ashley received holistic health coach training from the Institute for 
Integrative Nutrition and has been following a fruit-based diet since 
2012. She found the fruity lifestyle after trying many different dietary 
theories, including the Paleo diet. Ashley went from bacon to 
bananas overnight and has never felt better! Raw foods has played a 
large role in healing many of Ashley’s health issues including candida, 
gallbladder inflammation, chronic hives and allergies, sinus problems, 
digestive issues, IBS, chronic urinary tract infections and more. She 
feels lighter and brighter with abundant energy to live life to the fullest. 

 
  

 

All photography of the recipes were taken by Ashley Clark. 
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For further support on your health journey, 
Ashley offers consultations by donation as well 
as full coaching programs to support your 
personal health goals. If you have any 
questions or would like to book a health 
coaching session with Ashley please email her 
at naturallyashleynutrition@gmail.com.  
 
Visit www.naturallyashley.com for more tips, 
inspiration and raw recipes!!! 
 
For more colorful inspiration follow: 
@missnaturallyashley on Instagram. 
Naturally Ashley on Facebook 
NaturallyAshleyNASH on YouTube 
@MissNaturalAsh on Twitter 



Thank you for enjoying the 
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Naturally Rawsome  
Sauces Guide 

We hope this brings more, color, health and fruits n’ 
veggies into your life! If you’d like more rawsome recipes 
check out Chris and Ashley’s eBooks! 

   
If you don't already have this amazing recipe 
book, get it now by heading over to 
http://www.therawadvantage.com/shop/101-
frickin-rawsome-recipes-e-book/ or by  
downloading the free app Raw Recipes by the 
Raw Advantage! This recipe book is filled with 
simple, well-combined raw fruit and veggie 
recipes, free from irritants and low in fat. An 
80-10-10'ers dream book for delicious recipes.  
 

101 frickin’ rawsome recipes by Chris Kendall 
 

TRA Retreat Treats by Chris Kendall 
    

This is an amazing recipe book by The Raw 
Advantage! Filled with low-fat gourmet recipes 
that are sure to satisfy your cravings for savory 
dinner meals. From Pad Thai to Coco Butter 
Veggies, these recipes are a hit. Get it now by 
heading over to:
http://www.therawadvantage.com/shop/tra-
retreat-treats-e-book/ or by downloading the 
free app Raw Recipes by the Raw Advantage! 
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Healthy Childhood Favorites by Ashley Clark  
 

Holiday Drinks by Ashley Clark  
 

Enjoy your favorite recipes from childhood 
in the healthiest way possible. All the 
recipes you loved as a kid from ice cream 
and sloppy joes to mac n cheese, made 
from fresh fruits and veggies, Plus you will 
find tons of tips to make eating healthy 
easy and fun, no matter your age or level 
of experience making raw food recipes.  
Get your copy here: 
http://www.naturallyashley.com/#!healthy-
childhood-favorites/c3fj 
 
  

The Rainbow Island Cleanse by Chris & Ashley  
 

These recipes are sure to get you in the 
holiday spirit. Whether you’re in the 
mood for a juicy cocktail, a more filling 
smoothie or a hot drink to sip by the fire, 
you’ll find something that satisfies your 
holiday cravings. Get your copy here: 
http://www.naturallyashley.com/#!about2/c1401 
 

Chris and Ashley I have turned their wildly successful 
group cleanse into a full eBook program to bring 
you the best cleanse ever! Mono-fruit cleanses are 
our favorite way to detox. The Rainbow Island 
Cleanse follows the chakras with a different color 
fruit for each day. We incorporate chakra-specific 
yoga exercise videos and affirmations to cleanse 
and balance each chakra, making it a total mind, 
body, and spirit experience. Get your copy here: 
http://www.therawadvantage.com/shop/rainbow-
island-cleanse/ 
 


